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1. Introduction and notation
The theory of operator ideals, as it was introduced by A. Pietsch in the linear case, is well established, as the reader
can see in the excellent monographs [32,35,14,17]. In [33], see also [19], A. Pietsch sketched an n-linear approach to the
theory of absolutely summing operators and since then a large number of papers has followed this line, e.g., [1–8,10–13,
15,16,18,20–23,25–31,34], where there are proven some extensions of the linear case to the multilinear one. For example,
[16] relates the subject to special properties of tensor norms for Lp-spaces, [15] provides estimates for the width of Bohr’s
strip for Dirichlet series in Banach spaces and [31] provides applications to quantum information theory. This paper is
dedicated to this circle of ideas, namely, how do the classical results from the linear case look in the multilinear setting?
In the following, all notations and notions used and not deﬁned are as the same in [14] or [17], in particular, in the linear
case, for 1 p  q < ∞, we denote by Πq,p the ideal of all (q, p)-summing operators and Πp = Πp,p . Besides the class of
(q, p)-summing operators, in the linear case, there is the class of all (q, p)-mixing operators. The class of all (q, p)-mixing
operators was ﬁrst introduced by A. Pietsch in his monograph [32, Chapter IV, 20] and, as he said, this notion was implicitly
used in Maurey’s paper [24]. Here, A. Pietsch proved the basic results
Πq ◦mq,p ⊂ Πp (PI); mq,p = Π−1q ◦ Πp (PII);
Πr ⊂mq,p (PIII); mq,p ⊂ Πr,p (PIV).
We note that (PIII) is the content of Lemma 2.23 in [17] and Lemma 9.14 in [35], while (PI) occurs also in [35, pp. 155–
156]. Continuing the work initiated by A. Pietsch, A. Defant and K. Floret, in their monograph [14], proved also these results
and furthermore they showed that the class of all (q, p)-mixing operators is characterized by the so-called Maurey splitting
theorem [14, pp. 423–424]. In [14, pp. 415–429] the reader will ﬁnd many illuminating examples and comments on this
class.
In this paper we follow Pietsch’s approach of (q, p)-mixing operators which, in our opinion, seems to be more suitable
for our purpose, which will be described in the following rows. We ﬁx some notations. Given 0 < p < ∞, a Banach space X
over K = R or C, for a ﬁnite system (xi)1in ⊂ X we deﬁne
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Let 1 p < q < ∞ and deﬁne r by 1p = 1q + 1r . Let X be a Banach space. For a ﬁnite system (xi)1in ⊂ X we deﬁne
mq,p(xi | 1 i  n) = inf
{
lr(αi | 1 i  n)wq
(
x0i
∣∣ 1 i  n)}
where the inﬁmum is taken over all systems (αi)1in ⊂ K, (x0i )1in ⊂ X such that xi = αi x0i for each 1 i  n.
We note that for each ε > 0 there exist (αi)1in ⊂ K, (x0i )1in ⊂ X such that xi = αi x0i for each 1 i  n and
lr(αi | 1 i  n)wq
(
x0i
∣∣ 1 i  n)<mq,p(xi | 1 i  n) + ε.
Let 1  p < q < ∞, X , Y be Banach spaces. A bounded linear operator U : X → Y is called (q, p)-mixing if there exists




∣∣ 1 i  n) Cwp(xi | 1 i  n) (∗)
and the (q, p)-mixing norm of U is mq,p(U ) = inf{C | C veriﬁes (∗)}.
We denote by mq,p(X, Y ) the class of all (q, p)-mixing operators from X into Y . When we say that an operator is (q, p)-
mixing we always understand that 1 p < q < ∞ and r is deﬁned by 1p = 1q + 1r . The following is a simple consequence of
the deﬁnition.
Lemma 1.1. Let 1 p < q < ∞ and U ∈mq,p(X, Y ). Then:




∣∣ 1 i  n)mq,p(U )wp(xi | 1 i  n);
(b) for all ε > 0, all ﬁnite systems (xi)1in ⊂ X there exist (αi)1in ⊂ K, (yi)1in ⊂ Y such that
U (xi) = αi yi for each 1 i  n
and
lr(αi | 1 i  n)wq(yi | 1 i  n) <mq,p(U )wp(xi | 1 i  n) + ε.




∣∣ I X ∈mq,p(X, X)}.
We observe that from (PII), X ∈ Space(mq,p) if and only if for all Banach spaces Y we have the equality Πq(X, Y ) =
Πp(X, Y ). In [14] the reader can ﬁnd various examples of Banach spaces which are or not in Space(mq,p). The famous Mau-
rey’s theorem [24, Théorème 23] gives also many characterizations of the Banach spaces which belongs to the Space(mq,p).
As a suggestion of the referee and for the convenience of the reader, following French edition, we state [24, Théorème 23]:
Théorème 23. Soient p, q, r trois nombres réels tels que 0 < p  q+∞, 1p = 1q + 1r , E un ecls à dual quasi-normé (tel que le couple
(E, E ′) vériﬁe l’hypothèse d’approximation métrique si p < 1) et C un nombre réel  0. Les conditions suivantes sont équivalntes:
(a) Pour tout espace quasi-normé F , et tout opérateur v ∈ Πq(E, F ), πq(v) Cπp(v).
(b) Pour tout v ∈ N(E, lq), πq(v) CNq(v).
(c) Pour tout espace mesuré (Ω,μ) et tout opérateur linéaire continu u de E ′ dans Lp(Ω,μ), Cp,q(u) C‖u‖.













(e) Pour tous réels s, t tels que 1p − 1s = 1q − 1t  0, tout espace quasi-normé F et tout v ∈ Πq,t(E, F ), πp,s(v) Cπq,t(v).
Following also [24] we recall the notations used. Soient E un ecls à dual quasi-normé, et q ∈ 
0,+∞]. Nous désignerons
par N(E, lq) l’espace des opérateurs linéaires u de E dans lq de la forme: u(x) = (〈x, ξn〉)n , ou (ξn) est une suite d’éléments
de E ′ telle que Σ‖ξn‖q < +∞. Nous poserons Nq(u) = (Σ‖ξn‖q)
1
q .
Si E est un ecls à dual quasi-normé, et si p ∈ 
0,+∞], nous dirons qu’une suite (xn) de vecteurs de E est scalairement lp
si sup‖ξ‖1(Σ |〈x, ξn〉|p)
1
p < +∞. Nous poserons Mp((xn)) = sup‖ξ‖1(Σ |〈x, ξn〉|p)
1
p . Soient (Ω,μ) un espace mesuré, E une
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On notera Cp,q(u) la plus petite constante C telle que l’inégalité ci-dessus soit réalisée; see also [17, pp. 252–253].
We recall the coincidence theorems, see [17, Corollary 11.16(a) and (b)], or [35, Corollaries 10.18(i) and 21.5(i)]: (a) if X
has cotype 2, then for all 1  p  q  2, all Banach spaces Y we have the equality Πq(X, Y ) = Πp(X, Y ) and (b) if X has
cotype s, with 2 < s < ∞, then for all 1 p  q < s∗ , all Banach spaces Y we have the equality Πq(X, Y ) = Πp(X, Y ); above,
for 1 < p < ∞, we denote with p∗ the conjugate of p, i.e. 1p + 1p∗ = 1. Then, in view of Maurey’s theorem [24, Théorème 23],
these coincidence theorems can be reformulated under the form:
Lemma 1.2. Let X be a Banach space.
(a) If X has cotype 2, then X ∈ Space(mq,p) for all 1 p  q 2.
(b) If X has cotype s with 2 < s < ∞, then X ∈ Space(mq,p) for all 1 p  q < s∗ .
As it is pointed out in [14, 32.10 Remark 2] and [32, 20.1.17 Theorem], if an inﬁnite dimensional Banach space X belongs
to Space(mq,p), then q 2.
For multilinear operators there are some natural extensions of the linear concept of absolutely summing operators. In
the present paper we deal with: multiple summing, see [3,23,5,6,10,15,16,21,27–31,34], dominated, see [20,22,25,29,4] and
summing, see [23,4,7,8,11,13,21,26,29]; for other extension we refer the reader to [1,12,8,18]. All these three classes of
multilinear operators verify the axioms of a (quasi)-Banach ideal (of n-linear operators), notion that was ﬁrst introduced
by A. Pietsch in [33], see also [19]. Let us recall this deﬁnition. For a natural number n, X1, . . . , Xn , Y Banach spaces we
denote L(X1, . . . , Xn; Y ) the Banach space of all n-linear continuous operators, which we call simply multilinear continuous
operators, when the natural number n will be clear from the context.
Deﬁnition 1.3. A subclass A of the class L of all n-linear continuous operators between Banach spaces is called an ideal if:
(M1) For all Banach spaces X1, . . . , Xn , Y the component A(X1, . . . , Xn; Y ) def= L(X1, . . . , Xn; Y ) ∩ A is a linear subspace of
L(X1, . . . , Xn; Y ).
(M2) If
X1
A1−→ Y1, . . . , Xn An−→ Yn, Y1 × · · · × Yn T−→ Z S−→ W
where all A j and S are bounded linear, T ∈ A(Y1, . . . , Yn; Z), then the composition S ◦ T ◦ (A1, . . . , An) ∈
A(X1, . . . , Xn;W ).
Above T ◦ (A1, . . . , An) : X1 × · · · × Xn → Z is deﬁned by
T ◦ (A1, . . . , An)(x1, . . . , xn) = T
(
A1(x1), . . . , An(xn)
)
.
(M3) [Kn  (λ1, . . . , λn) → λ1 · · ·λn ∈ K] ∈ A.
A (quasi-)normed ideal is a pair (A,‖ ‖A), where A is an ideal and ‖ ‖A :A → [0,∞) is an ideal (quasi-)norm, i.e.:
(M1′) ‖ ‖A restricted to each component is a (quasi-)norm.
(M2′) ‖S ◦ T ◦ (A1, . . . , An)‖A  ‖S‖A(T )‖A1‖ · · · ‖An‖ in the situation of (M2).
(M3′) ‖[Kn  (λ1, . . . , λn) → λ1 · · ·λn ∈ K]‖A = 1.
The terms λ-normed (for 0 < λ  1), normed, quasi-Banach, λ-Banach ideal and Banach ideal are used in the obvious
way.
We will see in the sequel that, for the classes of multiple summing, dominated and absolutely summing, there are true
analogous results to the Pietsch composition theorem, denoted above by (PI). Furthermore we will prove that for these three
classes there are also true natural extensions of Maurey’s theorem [24, Théorème 23] in multilinear case.
2. Case of multiple summing operators
Multiple summing operators seem to be the most successful extension of the linear case, see [3,23,5,6,10,15,16,21,
27–31,34]. To state their deﬁnition we ﬁx some notations. For a system (αi1···in )
m1,...,mn ⊂ K and for 0 < p < ∞ we writei1,...,in=1







Also, if X is a Banach space, (xi1···in )
m1,...,mn
i1,...,in=1 ⊂ X we write







Deﬁnition 2.1. Let 1 p  q < ∞. A multilinear continuous operator U : X1×· · ·× Xn → Y is called multiple (q, p)-summing,
if there exists a constant C  0 such that for every choice of systems (x ji j )1i jmj ⊂ X j the following relation holds( m1,...,mn∑
i1,...,in=1






∣∣ 1 i1 m1) · · ·wp(xnin ∣∣ 1 in mm) (∗)
and the multiple (q, p)-summing norm of U is Πmultq,p (U ) = min{C | C veriﬁes (∗)}.
We denote by Πmultq,p (X1, . . . , Xn; Y ) the class of all multiple (q, p)-summing operators from X1×· · ·× Xn into Y . Multiple
(p, p)-summing operators are called multiple p-summing and we write Πmultp instead of Π
mult
p,p .
We remark that in the case n = 1 we get the well-known deﬁnition of (q, p)-summing (resp. p-summing) operators.
We state a composition result for multiple (q, p)-summing operators, which is perhaps well known, but we don’t know
an exact reference; we remark that such a result is not contained in the deﬁnition of multilinear ideal as it is given
in [33,19] and is recalled in Deﬁnition 1.3. In fact, in Deﬁnition 1.3 it is deﬁned the n-multilinear ideal for a ﬁxed natural
number n. Since, in all known situations, we have various classes of n-multilinear ideals for all natural numbers n, then it is
natural to test if such a composition result remain true. We state the form of this composition result needed in the sequel,
Proposition 2.3 below, whose obvious proof is omitted. For this we need the following deﬁnition of composition multilinear
operators; compare this deﬁnition to the one used in (M2) in Deﬁnition 1.3.
Deﬁnition 2.2. Let n, k be natural numbers, X1, . . . , Xn+k , Y1, Y2, Z be Banach spaces and the diagrams
X1 × · · · × Xn A−→ Y1, Xn+1 × · · · × Xn+k B−→ Y2, Y1 × Y2 T−→ Z ,
where A is n-multilinear continuous, B is k-multilinear continuous and T is bilinear continuous. Deﬁne the composition
T ◦ (A, B) : X1 × · · · × Xn × Xn+1 × · · · × Xn+k → Z
by the following formula
T ◦ (A, B)(x1, . . . , xn, xn+1, . . . , xn+k) = T
(
A(x1, . . . , xn), B(xn+1, . . . , xn+k)
)
.
Observe that the composition is an n + k-multilinear continuous operator.
Proposition 2.3. Let n, k be natural numbers, X1, . . . , Xn+k, Y1 , Y2 , Z be Banach spaces and the diagrams
X1 × · · · × Xn A−→ Y1, Xn+1 × · · · × Xn+k B−→ Y2, Y1 × Y2 T−→ Z ,
where A is an n-multilinear continuous, B is a k-multilinear continuous and T a bilinear continuous operator and let 1 p  q < ∞.
If A and B are multiple (q, p)-summing, then the composition T ◦ (A, B) is multiple (q, p)-summing and
Πmultq,p
(
T ◦ (A, B)) ‖T‖Πmultq,p (A)Πmultq,p (B).
Now we prove a multilinear variant of Pietsch composition theorem, (PI).
Theorem 2.4. Let 1 p < q < ∞. If s, t are real numbers such that 1q − 1t = 1p − 1s  0, then
Πmultt,q ◦mq,p ⊂ Πmults,p
in the sense that, if in the diagrams
X1
A1−→ Y1, . . . , Xn An−→ Yn, Y1 × · · · × Yn T−→ Z
D. Popa / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 368 (2010) 157–168 161all A j are (q, p)-mixing and T is multiple (t,q)-summing, then the composition T ◦ (A1, . . . , An) is multiple (s, p)-summing and
Πmults,p
(
T ◦ (A1, . . . , An)
)
Πmultt,q (T )mq,p(A1) · · ·mq,p(An).
In particular, with the same meaning Πmultq ◦mq,p ⊂ Πmultp .













∣∣ 1 i j mj)mq,p(A j)wp(x ji j ∣∣ 1 i j mj)+ ε. (2)
Then, from 1p − 1q = 1s − 1t = 1r , (1) and Holder’s inequality we have
ls
(
T ◦ (A1, . . . , An)
(
x1i1 , . . . , x
n
in
) ∣∣ 1 i1 m1, . . . , 1 in mn)
= ls
(
α1i1 · · ·αnin T
(
y1i1 , . . . , y
n
in
) ∣∣ 1 i1 m1, . . . , 1 in mn)
 lr
(
α1i1 · · ·αnin
∣∣ 1 i1 m1, . . . , 1 in mn) · lt(T (y1i1 , . . . , ynin) ∣∣ 1 i1 m1, . . . , 1 in mn). (3)





y1i1 , . . . , y
n
in




∣∣ 1 i1 m1) · · ·wq(ynin ∣∣ 1 in mn). (4)








α1i1 · · ·αnin
∣∣ 1 i1 m1, . . . , 1 in mn)= ‖α1‖r · · · ‖αn‖r . (5)
From (4), (5) and (3), we obtain
ls
(
T ◦ (A1, . . . , An)
(
x1i1 , . . . , x
n
in
) ∣∣ 1 i1 m1, . . . , 1 in mn)
Πmultt,q (T )‖α1‖r wq
(
y1i1
∣∣ 1 i1 m1) · · · ‖αn‖r wq(ynin ∣∣ 1 in mn)
which, if we use (2), gives
ls
(
T ◦ (A1, . . . , An)
(
x1i1 , . . . , x
n
in






∣∣ 1 i1 m1)+ ε) · · · (mq,p(An)wp(xnin ∣∣ 1 in mn)+ ε).
Since ε > 0 is arbitrary
ls
(
T ◦ (A1, . . . , An)
(
x1i1 , . . . , x
n
in
) ∣∣ 1 i1 m1, . . . , 1 in mn)
Πmultt,q (T )mq,p(A1) · · ·mq,p(An)wp
(
x1i1
∣∣ 1 i1 m1) · · ·wp(xnin ∣∣ 1 in mn),
i.e. T ◦ (A1, . . . , An) is multiple (s, p)-summing and
Πmults,p
(
T ◦ (A1, . . . , An)
)
Πmultt,q (T )mq,p(A1) · · ·mq,p(An).
The last assertion is a particular case of the one proved above; take t = q, s = p. 
If we use that in linear case, by (PIII), Πr ⊂mq,p , from Theorem 2.4 we deduce the following result which was proved
in [3, Theorem 2.3] and [23, Theorem 2.16].
Corollary 2.5. Let 1 p,q, r < ∞ be such that 1p = 1q + 1r . Then Πmultq ◦ Πr ⊂ Πmultp , in the sense that, if in the diagrams
X1
A1−→ Y1, . . . , Xn An−→ Yn, Y1 × · · · × Yn T−→ Z
all A j are r-summing and T is multiple q-summing, then the composition T ◦ (A1, . . . , An) is multiple p-summing and
Πmultp
(
T ◦ (A1, . . . , An)
)
Πmultq (T )Πr(A1) · · ·Πr(An).
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27–29,34]. The next natural quest would be, what are the necessary conditions in which we can have such a result? Our
next proposition is a result in this direction. As remarked by the referee, item (ii) appears at least in [27, Corollary 3.4],
[4, Lemma 2.2], [10, Proposition 1.2], we omit its proof. Regarding (i), the referee informed us that this type of result is
called decreasing scale property, or descending result see [4,27] and further, this is a straightforward multilinear extension
of [8, Proposition 2] or [26, Proposition 4]. So, we omit also the proof of item (i).
Proposition 2.6. Let n 2 be a natural number, X1, . . . , Xn be (all non-null) Banach spaces, Y a Banach space.
(i) Let 1 p1  q1 < ∞, 1 p2  q2 < ∞. If
Πmultq1,p1(X1, . . . , Xn; Y ) ⊂ Πmultq2,p2(X1, . . . , Xn; Y )
then Πq1,p1(X j, Y ) ⊆ Πq2,p2 (X j, Y ) for each 1 j  n.
(ii) Let 1 p  q < ∞. If
L(X1, . . . , Xn; Y ) = Πmultq,p (X1, . . . , Xn; Y )
then L(X j, Y ) = Πq,p(X j, Y ) for each 1 j  n.
A natural question is if the converses in Proposition 2.6 are true. In [5,6,10,21,34] it was proven that under suitable
assumptions on the spaces X j/Y (exactly as in the linear case), the converse implications in Proposition 2.6 remain true.
We prove now a multilinear variant of Maurey’s theorem [24, Théorème 23].
Proposition 2.7. Let 1 p < q < ∞, X1, . . . , Xn be (all non-null) Banach spaces. The following assertions are equivalent:
(i) For all Banach spaces Y we have the reverse inclusion
Πmultq (X1, . . . , Xn; Y ) ⊂ Πmultp (X1, . . . , Xn; Y ).
(ii) For all Banach spaces Y and all 1 j  n we have the equality
Πq(X j, Y ) = Πp(X j, Y ).
(iii) For all real numbers s, t such that 1q − 1t = 1p − 1s  0, all Banach spaces Y we have the inclusion
Πmultt,q (X1, . . . , Xn; Y ) ⊂ Πmults,p (X1, . . . , Xn; Y ).
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) is well known.
(ii) ⇒ (iii). The hypothesis is equivalent to the fact that for each 1  j  n we have X j ∈ Space(mq,p), i.e. I X j ∈
mq,p(X j, X j). From Theorem 2.4 we get (iii).
(iii) ⇒ (i) is trivial; take s = p and t = q. 
From Proposition 2.7 and Lemma 1.2 we obtain a completion of Theorem 10(a) and (b) from [34], proven also indepen-
dently in [9].
Corollary 2.8.
(a) Let X1, . . . , Xn be Banach spaces of cotype 2 and 1 p  q 2. Then:
(i) For all Banach spaces Y we have the reverse inclusion
Πmultq (X1, . . . , Xn; Y ) ⊂ Πmultp (X1, . . . , Xn; Y ).
(ii) For all real numbers s, t such that 1q − 1t = 1p − 1s  0, all Banach spaces Y we have the inclusion
Πmultt,q (X1, . . . , Xn; Y ) ⊂ Πmults,p (X1, . . . , Xn; Y ).
(b) Let X1, . . . , Xn be Banach spaces of cotype r, with 2 < r < ∞ and 1 p  q < r∗ . Then:
(i) For all Banach spaces Y we have the equality
Πmultq (X1, . . . , Xn; Y ) = Πmultp (X1, . . . , Xn; Y ).
(ii) For all real numbers s, t such that 1q − 1t = 1p − 1s  0, all Banach spaces Y we have the inclusion
Πmultt,q (X1, . . . , Xn; Y ) ⊂ Πmults,p (X1, . . . , Xn; Y ).
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Another multilinear extension of the linear situation is the case of p-dominated operators. Our next deﬁnition is a variant
of the deﬁnitions from [20,22,25,29,4].
Deﬁnition 3.1. Let 1 p  q < ∞. A multilinear continuous operator U : X1 × · · · × Xn → Y is called (q, p)-dominated if and
only if there exists C > 0 such that for each (x ji )1im ⊂ X j the following hold(
m∑
i=1






∣∣ 1 i m) · · ·wp(xni ∣∣ 1 i m) (∗)
and the (q, p)-dominated (quasi-)norm of U is
δq,p(U ) = inf
{
C
∣∣ C veriﬁes (∗)}.
We denote by δq,p(X1, . . . , Xn; Y ) the class of all (q, p)-dominated operators from X1×· · ·× Xn into Y . Dominated (p, p)-
operators are called p-dominated and we write δp instead of δp,p . Again in the linear case, i.e. n = 1 we get the well-known
deﬁnition of (q, p)-summing (resp. p-summing) operators. For a general deﬁnition, see [23,33]. In case of p-dominated
operators we have a domination theorem, see [20].
We prove a composition result for the class of all (q, p)-dominated operators which is needed in our paper. We leave for
the reader to state and prove the general form of such a result.
Proposition 3.2. Let n, k be natural numbers, X1, . . . , Xn+k, Y1 , Y2 , Z be Banach spaces and the diagrams
X1 × · · · × Xn A−→ Y1, Xn+1 × · · · × Xn+k B−→ Y2, Y1 × Y2 T−→ Z ,
where A is n-multilinear continuous, B is k-multilinear continuous and T a bilinear continuous operator and let 1 p  q < ∞.
If A and B are (q, p)-dominated, then the composition T ◦ (A, B) is also (q, p)-dominated and δq,p(T ◦ (A, B)) 
‖T‖δq,p(A)δq,p(B).
Proof. Let 1 i m and (x1i , . . . , xni ) ∈ X1 × · · · × Xn , (xn+1i , . . . , xn+ki ) ∈ Xn+1 × · · · × Xn+k . From∥∥T ◦ (A, B)(x1i , . . . , xni , xn+1i , . . . , xn+ki )∥∥= ∥∥T (A(x1i , . . . , xni ), B(xn+1i , . . . , xn+ki ))∥∥
 ‖T‖∥∥A(x1i , . . . , xni )∥∥∥∥B(xn+1i , . . . , xn+ki )∥∥.
















x1i , . . . , x
n
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xn+1i , . . . , x
n+k
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) ∣∣ 1 i m).






x1i , . . . , x
n
i






xn+1i , . . . , x
n+k
i









∣∣ 1 i m) · · ·wp(xn+ki ∣∣ 1 i m)
which by deﬁnition of (q, p)-dominated operators and their norm gives the statement. 
The next theorem is a multilinear variant of Pietsch composition theorem, (PI), for the case of dominated operators.
Theorem 3.3. Let 1 p < q < ∞. If s, t are real numbers such that 1q − 1t = 1p − 1s  0, then δt,q ◦mq,p ⊂ δs,p , in the sense that if in
the diagrams
X1
A1−→ Y1, . . . , Xn An−→ Yn, Y1 × · · · × Yn T−→ Y
164 D. Popa / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 368 (2010) 157–168all A j are (q, p)-mixing and T is (t,q)-dominated, then the composition T ◦ (A1, . . . , An) is (s, p)-dominated and
δs,p
(
T ◦ (A1, . . . , An)
)
 δt,q(T )mq,p(A1) · · ·mq,p(An).
In particular, with the same meaning δq ◦mq,p ⊂ δp .
Proof. Let (x ji )1im ⊂ X j for each 1  j  n and ε > 0. Because all A j are (q, p)-mixing, from Lemma 1.1, there exist









∣∣ 1 i m)mq,p(A j)wp(x ji ∣∣ 1 i m)+ ε. (2)
From 1q − 1t = 1p − 1s we get 1p − 1q = 1s − 1t = 1r . Then 1s
n
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) ∣∣ 1 i m) δt,q(T )wq(y1i ∣∣ 1 i m) · · ·wq(yni ∣∣ 1 i m). (4)




T ◦ (A1, . . . , An)
(
x1i , . . . , x
n
i
) ∣∣ 1 i m) δt,q(T )‖α1‖r wq(y1i ∣∣ 1 i m) · · · ‖αn‖wq(yni ∣∣ 1 i m)




T ◦ (A1, . . . , An)
(
x1i , . . . , x
n
i






∣∣ 1 i m)+ ε) · · · (mq,p(An)wp(xni ∣∣ 1 i m)+ ε).




T ◦ (A1, . . . , An)
(
x1i , . . . , x
n
i
) ∣∣ 1 i m) δt,q(T )mq,p(A1)wp(x1i ∣∣ 1 i m) · · ·mq,p(An)wp(xni ∣∣ 1 i m),
i.e. T is (s, p)-dominated and δs,p(T ) δt,q(T )mq,p(A1) · · ·mq,p(An). 
If we use that in linear case, by (PIII), Πr ⊂mq,p , from Theorem 3.3 we deduce the following result, whose polynomial
version was proved in [25, Theorem 11] and with a short indication in [29].
Corollary 3.4. Let 1 p,q, r < ∞ be such that 1p = 1q + 1r . Then δq ◦ Πr ⊂ δp , in the sense that, if in the diagrams
X1
A1−→ Y1, . . . , Xn An−→ Yn, Y1 × · · · × Yn T−→ Z
all A j are r-summing and T is q-dominated, then the composition T ◦ (A1, . . . , An) is p-dominated and
δp
(
T ◦ (A1, . . . , An)
)
 δq(T )Πr(A1) · · ·Πr(An).
Our next result is analogous to the one proved in Proposition 2.6. Again the referee pointed that this proposition
is a straightforward consequence of [26, Proposition 4, Corollary 1] or [7, Proposition 2] and that is closely related
to [4, Proposition 41(a)]. So the proof is omitted.
Proposition 3.5. Let n 2 be a natural number, X1, . . . , Xn be (all non-null) Banach spaces, Y a Banach space and 1 p < q < ∞. If
δq(X1, . . . , Xn; Y ) = δp(X1, . . . , Xn; Y )
then for each 1 j  n we have the equality
Πq(X j, Y ) = Πp(X j, Y ).
Our next proposition is a multilinear variant of Maurey’s theorem [24, Théorème 23] in case of dominated operators.
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(i) For all Banach spaces Y we have the equality
δq(X1, . . . , Xn; Y ) = δp(X1, . . . , Xn; Y ).
(ii) For all Banach spaces Y and all 1 j  n we have the equality
Πq(X j, Y ) = Πp(X j, Y ).
(iii) For all real numbers s, t such that 1q − 1t = 1p − 1s  0, all Banach spaces Y we have the inclusion
δt,q(X1, . . . , Xn; Y ) ⊂ δs,p(X1, . . . , Xn; Y ).
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) is well known.
(ii) ⇒ (iii). The hypothesis is equivalent to the fact that for each 1  j  n we have X j ∈ Space(mq,p), i.e. I X j ∈
mq,p(X j, X j). From Theorem 3.3 we get (iii).
(iii) ⇒ (i). Taking in (iii) t = q, s = p we get δq(X1, . . . , Xn; Y ) ⊂ δp(X1, . . . , Xn; Y ) and from here the equality, since we
always have the direct inclusion when p < q, see [20,25,29]. 
From Proposition 3.6 and Lemma 1.2 we deduce the following corollary which is an extension and completion of [25,
Theorems 16 and 17] proved there in polynomial case for lp-spaces.
Corollary 3.7.
(a) Let X1, . . . , Xn be Banach spaces of cotype 2, 1 p  q 2. Then:
(i) For all Banach spaces Y we have the equality
δq(X1, . . . , Xn; Y ) = δp(X1, . . . , Xn; Y ).
(ii) For all real numbers s, t such that 1q − 1t = 1p − 1s  0, all Banach spaces Y we have the inclusion
δt,q(X1, . . . , Xn; Y ) ⊂ δs,p(X1, . . . , Xn; Y ).
(b) Let X1, . . . , Xn be Banach spaces of cotype s, with 2 < s < ∞, 1 p  q < s∗ . Then:
(i) For all Banach spaces Y we have the equality
δq(X1, . . . , Xn; Y ) = δp(X1, . . . , Xn; Y ).
(ii) For all real numbers s, t such that 1q − 1t = 1p − 1s  0, all Banach spaces Y we have the inclusion
δt,q(X1, . . . , Xn; Y ) ⊂ δs,p(X1, . . . , Xn; Y ).
4. Case of absolutely summing operators
The third natural multilinear extension of the linear situation is the case of p-summing operators, see [23,4,7,8,11,13,21,
26,29].
Deﬁnition 4.1. Let 1 p < ∞. A multilinear continuous operator U : X1 × · · · × Xn → Y is called p-summing, if there exists
a constant C  0 such that for each (x ji )1im ⊂ X j the following holds(
m∑
i=1






∣∣ 1 i m) · · ·wp(xni ∣∣ 1 i m) (∗)
and the p-summing norm of U is Πp(U ) = inf{C | C veriﬁes (∗)}.
Again in the case n = 1 we obtain the well-known deﬁnition of p-summing operators.
As it is expected we have a composition result for multilinear p-summing operators analogous to Propositions 2.3
and 3.2, whose obvious proof we omit.
Proposition 4.2. Let n, k be natural numbers, X1, . . . , Xn+k, Y1 , Y2 , Z be Banach spaces and the diagrams
X1 × · · · × Xn A−→ Y1, Xn+1 × · · · × Xn+k B−→ Y2, Y1 × Y2 T−→ Z ,
where A is n-multilinear continuous, B is k-multilinear continuous and T a bilinear continuous operator and let 1 p < ∞.
If A and B are p-summing, then the composition T ◦ (A, B) is p-summing and Πp(T ◦ (A, B)) ‖T‖Πp(A)Πp(B).
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Theorem 4.3. Let 1 p < q < ∞. Then Πq ◦mq,p ⊂ Πp , in the sense that, if in the diagrams
X1
A1−→ Y1, . . . , Xn An−→ Yn, Y1 × · · · × Yn T−→ Z
all A j are (q, p)-mixing and T is q-summing, then the composition T ◦ (A1, . . . , An) is p-summing and
Πp
(
T ◦ (A1, . . . , An)
)
Πq(T )mq,p(A1) · · ·mq,p(An).
Proof. Let (x ji )1im ⊂ X j for each 1  j  n and ε > 0. Since all A j are (q, p)-mixing, by Lemma 1.1, there exist α j =
(α
j









∣∣ 1 i m)mq,p(A j)wp(x ji ∣∣ 1 i m)+ ε. (2)
Then, from 1p = 1r + 1q , Holder’s inequality and (1) we deduce
lp
(
T ◦ (A1, . . . , An)
(
x1i , . . . , x
n
i
) ∣∣ 1 i m)= lp(α1i · · ·αni T (y1i , . . . , yni ) ∣∣ 1 i m)
 lr
(
α1i · · ·αni
∣∣ 1 i m)lq(T (y1i , . . . , yni ) ∣∣ 1 i m). (3)
Further from the obvious inequality
m∑
i=1















α1i · · ·αni
∣∣ 1 i m) ‖α1‖r · · · ‖αn‖r . (4)





y1i , . . . , y
n
i
) ∣∣ 1 i m)Πq(T )wq(y1i ∣∣ 1 i m) · · ·wq(yni ∣∣ 1 i m). (5)
On the basis of (4) and (5) from (3) we get
lp
(
T ◦ (A1, . . . , An)
(
x1i , . . . , x
n
i
) ∣∣ 1 i m)Πq(T )‖α1‖r wq(y1i ∣∣ 1 i m) · · · ‖αn‖r wq(yni ∣∣ 1 i m)
and, by taking into account (2), we have
lp
(
T ◦ (A1, . . . , An)
(
x1i , . . . , x
n
i






∣∣ 1 i m)+ ε) · · · (mq,p(An)wp(xni ∣∣ 1 i m)+ ε).
Since ε > 0 is arbitrary, then
lp
(
T ◦ (A1, . . . , An)
(
x1i , . . . , x
n
i
) ∣∣ 1 i m)Πq(T )mq,p(A1)wp(x1i ∣∣ 1 i m) · · ·mq,p(An)wp(xni ∣∣ 1 i m)
from which, by deﬁnition of p-summing operators and their norm, we get the assertion from the statement. 
As in the proofs of Corollaries 2.5 and 3.4, using that in the linear case, by (PIII), Πr ⊂mq,p , from Theorem 4.3 we deduce
the following result, which is perhaps known, but we don’t know any reference.
Corollary 4.4. Let 1 p,q, r < ∞ be such that 1p = 1q + 1r . Then Πq ◦ Πr ⊂ Πp , in the sense that, if in the diagrams
X1
A1−→ Y1, . . . , Xn An−→ Yn, Y1 × · · · × Yn T−→ Z
all A j are r-summing and T is q-summing, then the composition T ◦ (A1, . . . , An) is p-summing and Πp(T ◦ (A1, . . . , An)) 
Πq(T )Πr(A1) · · ·Πr(An).
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p-summing operators. As it was kindly pointed to us by the referee, in general, such a result is not necessary true. Indeed,
the referee indicated that in [26, p. 4]: Π1(l1, . . . , l1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
, l1) = L(l1, . . . , l1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
, l1) for n  2, but Π1(l1, l1) = L(l1, l1) (the result
in [26, p. 4] is stated for polynomials, but it is clear that also holds for multilinear mappings).
However, we can prove, as in case of p-dominated and multiple p-summing operators that, from an equality in the linear
case we get a reverse inequality in the case of multilinear p-summing operators. More precisely, we have the following
multilinear form of Maurey’s theorem [24, Théorème 23].
Corollary 4.5. Let 1 p < q < ∞. If X1, . . . , Xn are Banach spaces such that for each 1 j  n and all Banach spaces Y we have the
equality
Πq(X j, Y ) = Πp(X j, Y )
then for all Banach spaces Y we have the reverse inclusion
Πq(X1, . . . , Xn; Y ) ⊂ Πp(X1, . . . , Xn; Y ).
Proof. The hypothesis is equivalent to the fact that for each 1  j  n we have X j ∈ Space(mq,p), i.e. I X j ∈ mq,p(X j, X j).
From Theorem 4.3 we get the assertion from the statement. 
From Corollary 4.5 and Lemma 1.2 we deduce the following result, proved in [21, Theorem 3], see also [6, Theorem 3.6],
in a different way. In our result, item (ii), is an improvement of these results, where it was used a supplementary hypothesis,
namely n s, which is not necessary.
Corollary 4.6. Let 1 r  q < ∞. Then Πq(E1, . . . , En; F ) ⊂ Πr(E1, . . . , En; F ) if one of the following conditions holds:
(i) 1 r  q 2, and E1, . . . , En of cotype 2;
(ii) 1 r  q < s∗ < 2, E1, . . . , En of cotype s > 2.
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